Concept lattice essentially describes the relationship between objects and attributes. 
Introduction
In the current field of computational intelligence research, granular computing is a new method of simulating human thinking and solving the complex problem. It covers all the theories, methods and technology about granularity which is an effective tool to solve complex problem, enlarges data mining and processes fuzzy information [1] . Granular computing is a new term for the problem solving paradigm and may be viewed more on a philosophical rather than technical level [2] . Yao views granular computing as a triangle: structured thinking in the philosophical perspective, structured problem solving in the methodological perspective and structured information processing in the computational perspective [3] . Information granule [4] [5] [6] is an essential part of granular computing. It refers to a collection of elements. These elements have the indistinguishability, similarity, or function on cohesion etc. Information granulation aims to establish a user-oriented effective concept based on the outside world.
Concept Granule and Granular Layer on the Domain
Definition1. Formal context: (U, A, R) is a formal context, which U={u 1 ,u 2 ,…,u n } is the set of objects, each u i (i≤n) called an object; A={a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a m } is the set of attributes, each a j (j≤m) called an attribute; R is binary.
Definition2. Core attribute: Formal context (U,
,R) all the reduction sets are } { t i D i  , the set of attributes A can be divided into the following three categories:
(1)The set of core attributes:
2) The set of relative necessary attributes:
The set of unnecessary attributes:
Among them, t is the set of indexes.
Theory1. For any formal context (U, A, R), there must be reduction sets [11] . Definition9. Concept granular set: All the concept granules constitute concept granular set:
, where containing extension is domain of concept granule and extension is null set of concept granule.
Definition10. Concept granule lattice: According to the rough-fine relationship between concept granules, we can use the form of lattice to show concept granular set. The root node of the lattice is concept granule, whose extension is domain, and frontier node is concept granule whose extension is null set of concept granule. The lattice of parent and child nodes is content rough-fine relationship of concept granule.
The Generation Algorithm of Concept Granular Set Based on Granular Computing
Multi-value formal context (U,A,R) of Concept lattice is given, Property1.Concept granular coupling: If the bigger interval value of concept granular attributes domain VD; the smaller coupling of concept granular extension EG, then the looser of concept granule CG, the structure of CG is instability and can be decomposed finer concept granule; whereas, if the bigger coupling of concept granular extension EG; the tighter of concept granule CG, the structure of CG is stability and can be compound rougher concept granule.
Property2. Attribute resolution AV: the ratio of each concept granular intension IG and its attribute domain VD is called attribute resolution AV, denoted by: AV=IG/VD. If the value of attribute resolution is larger, then the contribution of attribute to the concept granule is greater; whereas, if the smaller value of the attribute resolution, then the smaller contribution of attribute to the concept granule. Attribute resolution is distinguish parameters of concept granular layer. When attribute reduction, we priority to delete the small value of attribute resolution.
According to the property1, we can carry out on the concept granule decompose and merge operations.
Definition12. Decompose and merge on concept granule: Under the same granular layer. Set: 
Multi-value Attribute Reduction of Concept Lattice
In order to fully illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm, and compare with reduction attribute results of Reference [10], the paper adds four objects on the premise of Reference [10] given formal context and creates the formal context shown in table1 u3  1  1  4  2  u4  1  1  3  2  u5  3  4  1  2  u6  1  1  2  1  u7  2  2  4  1  u8  2  4  1  1 Based on characteristics of date, using compatible relationship:
x is i-th attribute value of object u j , as well i y is i-th attribute value of object k u ,this paper using compatible parameters 0.5 

We can obtain initial concept granular set composed of four concept granules through algorithm1.
SCG0={({u1,u2,u5,u8},{2. {u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6,u7,u8},{1.88,2.5,2.3,1. 
5})}
The concept granule lattice is shown in Figure 1 . 
.5})}
We can obtain the concept granular set SCG through the expansion operation of the algorithm 2:
SCG={({u1,u2,u5,u8},{2.5,3.75,1.25}), ({ u3,u4,u7},{1.3,1.3,3.7}) , ({u4,u3,u6,u7},{1.25,1.25,3.25},({ u6 ,u4 },{1,1,2.5}), ({u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6,u7,u8},{1.88,2.5 
,2.3})}
The concept granule lattice is shown in Figure. 2.
Through comparing Figure 1 and 2: delete attribute a4 of concept granule lattice and original concept granule lattice are isomorphism. So a4 is redundancy attribute.
2. Probe attribute a1. Next, probe the concept granules after deleting attribute a1. We can obtain the initial concept granular set through Algorithm1.
SCG0={({u1,u2,u5,u8},{3.75,1.25,1.5}), ({ u3,u4,u7},{1.3,3.7,1.7}),({u4,u3,u6,u7},{1.25,3.25,1.5},({ u6,u4 },{1,2.5 
,1})}
We can obtain the concept granular set SCG through Algorithm2. as follows: ({u1,u2, u3, u4,u5, u6, u7,u8} ({u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6,u7,u8},{2.5,2.3 
,1.5})}
The concept granule lattice is shown in Figure.3 ({u1,u3,u4,u6,u7,u8},{1.4,2.8,1.4}) ,({u4,u6},{1,2.5,1.5})} The concept granule lattice is shown in Figure. 4. Through concept granule lattice display we can find: deleting attribute a2 of concept granule lattice and original concept granule lattice is different; then a2 is not redundant attribute. Because of AV a2 <AV a3 ，probing attribute reduction should be ceased.
In conclusion: a1 and a4 are redundancy attributes, after deleting a1 and a4, concept granule lattice will not change, namely a1 and a4 are less contribution to concept granule lattice, and can be deleted. However, deleting a2, concept granule lattice changes a lot, and enlarges lots concept granules, so a2 is great contribution to concept granule lattice. Because AV a2 <AV a3 , then a3 is greater contribution to concept granule lattice. As with a2, a3 is the core attribute. The conclusion is Consistent with reference [10] In this case, the concept granule is generated by threshold 0.5 

, if the threshold function is raised; then the compatibility on concept granule is batter, and its coupling increased. The structure of concept granule is more stable. Based on granular computing, multi-value attribute concept lattice reduction avoids complex pattern matching and traverses the database operation for many times, so it greatly improves the compute efficiency, and obtains the rank of important attributes precisely. Next, the attribute the relationship between classification indexes set t and the attribute resolutions AV should ({u1,u2, u3, u4,u5, u6, u7,u8},{2.5,2.3,1.5})   ({u1,u2,u5, be analyzed, and the method in the application of interval concept lattice attribute reduction should be further studied.
